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1. Should renewable proposals include all capacity, energy, and RECs associated with the 
project? 

 
A. Yes, BEPC expects renewable proposals to include all capacity, energy, RECs 

associated with the project.  
 

2. What is the expected delivery point for renewable proposals? 
 

A. Renewable proposals should be at bus bar or the intended delivery point of the 
project. Nodes referenced elsewhere apply only to capacity/energy proposals. 
 

3. What is the preferred term for renewable proposals? 
 

A. BEPC does not have a preferred term. Proposals between 20-25 years are typical for 
new projects. 

 
4. Would multiple term options be beneficial for renewable proposals? 

 
A. Yes submitting multiple terms could be beneficial. BEPC may be most interested in a 

term that offers the lowest price. 
 

5. How does BEPC prefer to transact for Storage? 
 

A. BEPC is flexible. A capacity price ($/kW-mo) and an energy price ($/MWh), or an 
energy only price would be acceptable. 

 
6. Would BEPC want to control storage? 

 
A.  BEPC would prefer to act as the market participant. Generally we are interested in 

understanding developers preferred terms. 
 

7. Would BEPC evaluate multiple pricing options for storage? 
 

A. Yes. 
 

8. Would BEPC consider renewable projects outside its service territory? 
 

A. Yes. With all projects BEPC would need to assess deliverability. 
 

9. As it relates to Wind resource based proposals, is BEPC expecting a Fixed shape or As-
Generated? 

 
A. As-Generated. 
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10. Is BEPC interested in an offtake providing full capabilities of the BESS or is a capacity-
only product a better fit to transact? 
 
A. Generally BEPC would prefer to act as the market participant for the BESS and 

utilize full capabilities. However BEPC would entertain limited proposals as well. 
BEPC may be interested in the optimal price. 

 
11. Does BEPC prefer AC-Coupled or DC-coupled BESS? 

 
A. Technically BEPC would not have a preference. BEPC may be interested in the 

optimal price. 


